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:NIVERSITY OF BRISTOL SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Language Developltint in PreSchool Children

Transcripts of' Children's Speech

Ttiz d.:.ompanying ranscrIpts are part of the data being collected in the

language development in Bristol.* The characteristics

of the sap)t! .children studied and the method of making the recordings,

tog: her with they 2onventions used in transcription, are described in the

..c.r.dings arc being made of each child, at 3monthly intervals. So

far, tlie Zirt re:Jrding6 of each child has been prepared for publication;

transcript, r titer recordings may be published at a later date if there is

d suttitt demand for them.

This L'rlai is copyright and should not be reproduced in any way.

Further copic., of the transcripts may be obtained from the address below.

WhrIst dis:nssion ani analysis of this material is welcomed, work arising

from it shrild not be offered fox publication without the written permission

et the. Prie.:t Director, to whom any enquiries about the material should be

addressed.

No editorial rights are implied by this condition: the intention is

merely to keep a record of work undertaken.
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Sampit

The samni_ was des.gned cl) be representatisne f the pre-sthool population
of Bristol, whi.st a" t!i_ same 'eime stratifying that population with respect
to age, sex, a.r_ia. ba.kgt.)und and mOnth of bir7..n. Two ages entry were
selected, L3 Fl1)rM7, =t1,1 mAy_bs in older to t_vr eventuat overlap
in the longitillnai study, and equal numbcts of O..,ys and girys we.:.e selected.
Social batkgt..o.Ind was assigatd on a foue interva be described
below, and auae.,:mpt t:as made selet equal pumbers of thaiiren with

The following _lasses JF: thiidren weredays in ea_a Atrar_c. ;_aa car The
from,te. stuiTiy: :`lose with any known t cn n of hancli.zap; those

attending da, .r. ioal rime care Twins; and those whose parents
were not bat*: :1,Li of English, Thu ideal sample was _o consist
of 128 :1111.dron, a.-mail; pool of reserves. to repietee any drop-outs that
might o::cur.

the -o,srr,-t.i:)n )1 c.11.J2 sample, which wa, t:on-Inded 'eri December 1973,
went throngh a nnmb.c e)t stages:

Drawing of a raocLim sample ot bo-ys and girls for he chosen months
.0- birth, tt.m the record of births held by the Medical Officer of
Health

with families by Health Visi.:or, The Health
Visit. were oricted beforehand abou.. _ha nature of the project
and were asked to tell the famiiy that their child had been ran-
dom67 chosen tor Co.?. study and to request permission for a member
.of thRe preje:t staft to caii and explain the prOjeet. There was

wisag. at this stage for 1 variety of reasons
tshowe, ia aeeompanying table) ; .63 47 of families aeepted

Handl upped
E
iiay Nursery

F e, re ign

iCc....litable

! No otact/Movel ! (-) ''''-' i Resn;.ts ot initial

i _ i -_-.'..naT.t of tamilies
1 1;etosed
1

1 ,0.61.
,n random sample

"R) i AI J AW

kL1C tam..its who gore a re: pons!- ea she T-Ialth Visitor's
;fl'a'e.', 38? were inter'4Ittpd nv meMbcrs of otaject staff,

wh) parpose of the r and as.ked for the families
18.7.!J) agree:.d

At this same io:errIew ntormation was 6htained from bo,h parcrics about
.their employmer,t edae so that/ a more pit' .se eouid he made
of the social rYt -Lc childre. s were then.aliot:ed for the-
oceupatioea :lass Jt ,:a_a parent using the Regstfa-Generails 5 paint scale
(Class I ):_mpatreas i point an a s -41 2 pints =ate.) and for
whether or n::e the narfea's ,lad received more :ban Itlitli.mai. ('durati.)n (4 points
for minima),

This gave a scale with a minimum of 6. poins and maximum of 18. The



distribution of the children on this scale of faMily background is shownin the histogram below,
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Distribution of children on scale of family background.

On the basis of a similar distribution in the pilot study, the scale wasdivided in such a way as to give four classes of family background,. A-D,roughly equal in numbers, the boundaries of the four classes falling between9-10,13-14, 15-16 respectively.

4. When information had been returned by the interviewers that
allowed the children born in a particular mol.Ci to be assigned
to one of the four classes of family backgrot.rd, one child was
picked for each age x sex x family background cell in the sample
matrix. This child being the first in the print-out of the
random sample who met the necessary criteria and whose family
was willing to participate. This procedure was repeated for
eight months of birth over one year. A small number of
additional children were selected to replace possible drop-outs,the aim being to have one or two 'spare' children for each cellin the matrix.

A number of problems were encountered in carrying out this
procedure, notably a difficulty in finding boys in Class D
and the loss of some children after the first recording. However,the final sample approximated very closely to the ideal,,except
that month of birth was skewed towards the end of the year.

In order to preserve anonymity, the children are referred to by
______AcgdP__rimmlier This is made-up of 5 cumpalents: age-=group,



S bi r:iaEs of family
ba,A,c,17:Aurai AI); ) 7 number of c±' Id within.

J1A: .2 ma:rn of the sample,
w:th _ zn beIng,studied,

Df he transcripts.
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Further information about each child is given on the front page of each
transcript, together with information specific to that particular recording.

(a) OccupatiOns of parents are described in terms relevant to the
Registrar-General's classification.

(b) Classification of education:

Minimal: No formal full-time education beyond
15/16 years. No leaving qualifications.

Intermediate: Stayed on after minimal leaving age.
Some leaving qualification, e.g.: C.S.E.,
'0' or 'A' level.

Higher: Some form of higher education, leading
to a qualification,e.g.: 14-.N.D., Cert.
of Ed., B.A., etc.

(c) Accommodation:

(

The categories used in describing accommodation are:

Housing: Council house; council flat (including floor
number when known); private flat (including
floor number); terrace house (large or small);
semi-detached house; detached house.

Area: Council estate; inner city; residential subdrb.

(d) Notes relevant to recording:

These include: information about any abnormal situation
in the home; recent events of particular
relevance to the recorded speech; faults
in the technical execution of the recording.

6
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The Re,_orclings

The reirdings have been made with a radio-microphone, worn by the child
under his or her tip garment. The radio receiver and the tape recorder to
which. it IS Linked, which are placed in some safe and convenient location in
the home, dr:. prJgrammed, by a pre-set timing mechanism, to switch on for
short perlds intervals throughout the day between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. The
sampling periods, which are 90 seconds in duration occur at variable intervals
averaging 224 minutes between samples.

No Jbsevet is present in the home during the day, and the family are not
aware of the pr.iL.se times at which the equipment is switched or The
recurdings this as 'natural' as it is possible to obtain. In order to
compensate for the ia:k of contextual' information, which could normally be
recorded by an oberver, the recording is played over to the mother, sample.
by sample, Ln the evening of the day on which the recording is made, and-she
is asked to in as much detail as possible, the participants: location
and accompanying activity for each recorded sample. This, information is
used in intcveting the speech and is included in the transcript.

AJ_thongh 24 zampies are recorded, not all of them may have been trans-
cribed The ideal is to obtain at least 100 utterances by the child from
18 samples, 1 samples being chosen at random out of each sequential block of
4. When the child is out of range, or there is a fault in the recording,
the remaining sample is transcribed to compensate for what is missing.
Where the ...had does not speak very much,.additional samples may also be
transcribed.

Layout and Conventions of Presentation

The speech Jf the child. being studied is set out in. the left -hand
column. The speech of all other participants is set out in the centre
column, wish identifying initials where necessary. Each new utterance
-starts on a new ine_

Contextua information is enclosed in square brackets [ ] and set out
in the right hand zolumn.

Interpreations of utterances and descriptions of intonation where
applicable are enclosed in round brackets ( ) and included immediately
after the Utterance to which they apply.

Utterances, or parts of utterances, about which there is doubt are
enclosed in angular brackets < >. Where two interpretations are possible,
they are both given,'separated by an oblique stroke.

Except whore there is doubt about the speaker's intended meaning, the
speech is transcribed in Standard English Orthography. Symbols of Inter-
national Phonetic Alphabet are used for utterances, or parts of utterances,
which can be clearly heard, but which cannot be interpreted with certainty*.
Phonetic symbol, are always enclosed by oblique strokes.
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6
The following is a list of additional symbols used, with an explanation of
their significance. (Stops and commas are not used as in normal punctuation.)

Used at end of any tterance where an interrogative meaning is
considered to have been intended.

Used at the end of an utterance considered to have exclamatory
icrtention.

Apostrophe,
of syllables.

Used as normal for contractions and elision of

CAPS, Capitals are used where part of an utterance receives unusually
heavy stress to convey emphasis or contrastive meaning.

Used to indicate unintelligibility, for whatever reason. The
number of asterisks corresponds as nearly as possible, to the
number of words judged to have been uttered.

Stops are used to indicate pauses. One stop is used for a very
short pause. Thereafter, the number of stops corresponds to
the estimated length of the pause in seconds. Pauses ovr. 5
seconds in length are shown with the figure for the length of the
pause.

Underlining. Where utterances overlap because both speakers
speak at once, the overlapping portions are underlined.

Inverted commas are used to enclose utterances considered to
be 'Speech for Self'.

Slur mark indicates unbroken intonation contour where a pause or
_clause boundary might otherwise indicate the end of an utterance.

Hyphen indicates a hiatus, either because the utterance is in-
complete or because the speaker makes a-fresh start at the word
or utterance.

(v) Used to indicate that the preceding word was used as a vocative,
to call or hold the attention of the addressee.

Gordon Wells.
Project Director.


